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The Platonism of Lycurgus 
Robert F. Renehan 

THERE IS still extant well-attested, though generally neglected, 
ancient testimony to the effect that the Athenian orator Lycur
gus was a student of Plato's.! I suggest that this ancient testi

mony is indeed correct and that in Lycurgus' sole surviving oration, 
the speech Contra Leocratem, there are certain curious agreements with 
the writings of Plato which are best explained on the assumption that 
Lycurgus was familiar with and influenced by Plato, in particular by 
his Laws. 

I begin by listing the relevant testimonia: 

(1) Diog.Laert. 3.46: /-w{}YJ7'at, 8' aVTOV ESc. l1'\aTwvoc] ... Kat 'Y7TE,
p{8rJV TOV p~Topa XaJ-LaLAEWV (fr.37 Koepke) CPTJeL Kat .!lVKOVPYOV. 

(2) [Plut.] X Drat. 841B: aKpoaT~c 8E YEv6J-LEVOC n'\aTwvoc TOV cpL,\oc6-
,/.. \ - ''/'' \ I ,/.. l' , 'f I - " , -r0V' Ta 7TpwTa E-rLI\OC0-rTJCEV' EtTa Kat COKpaTOVC TOV PTJTOpOC YVWpLJ-LOC 

, '\ I ,,/.._ \ 
YEVOJ-LEVOC E7TOI\LTEVCaTO E7TL-ravwc KTI\. 

(3) [Plut.] X Drat. 848D: ['Y7TEpl81']c] ••• aKpoaT~c 8E n>"aTwvoc 

, - ,/.. \ ' ,/.. " A' , 'f' - " YEVOJ-LEVOC TOV -rLI\OC0-r0V aJ-La LJ.VKOVpyctJ Kat COKpaTOVC TOV P1']TOpOC ••• 

(4) Olympiod. in PI. Gorg. 515c (p.197,24-25 Norvin): ... 0 DE 
LJTJJ-Loc{}~VTJc Kat, 0 AVKOVPYOC J-La{}TJTat, aVTov [Sc. l1'\aTwvoc]. 

(5) ibid. p.198,1-4: Kat, 7Ta'\w 0 q>t,\lCKOC TOV f3lov ypacpwv TOV .!lVKOVPYOV 

,/.. '" , , A - '\\' '{} "'" -rTJCLV' on J-LEyac yEYOVE LJ.VKOVpyOC Kat 7TOl\l\a KaTWp WCEV, a OVK Ecn 
,,\ e - \ \' I - \' n·\ I OvvaTOV KaTOp wcaL TOV J-LTJ aKpoacaJ-LEVOV TWV I\oywv l\aTWVOC. 

1 A few scholars have taken passing notice of this information. In particular, Felix 
Durrbach in the introduction to his Bude ed. of Lycurgus (Paris 1932) pp. xii-xiii suggests 
that Lycurgus' admiration of Spartan institutions and the "austerite toute spartiate" of his 
private life were strengthened under Plato's tutelage. He goes on to say "[Lycurgue] se 
penetra aussi, aupres de Platon, de ce principe qu'il ne cesse de proclamer avec une opinia
trete farouche dans Ie discours contre £Cocrate, du sacrifice total de l'individu a l'Etat." 
Glenn R. Morrow, Plato's Cretan City, A Historical Interpretation of the Laws (Princeton 1960) 
pp. 9,194,215, also calls attention to the fact that Lycurgus had been one of Plato's pupils; 
see especially p.194: " ... It is fair to suppose that something of Lycurgus' ideas, as well as 
his integrity and public spirit, are due not merely to his aristocratic descent but also to his 
studies with Plato." (Morrow, however, may be directly dependent on Durrbach in this 
judgement: at least he refers to Durrbach's introduction in a footnote on this same page.) 
Werner Jaeger, Paideia, trans. G. Highet, III (New York 1944) 250, offers a tantalizing obiter 
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Let us examine now the Contra Leocratem. The circumstance of this 
oration was as follows. Leocrates was an Athenian citizen who, on 
hearing the news of the defeat of the Athenians at Chaeronea in 338, 
gathered together many of his possessions-including his family 
penates-and fled from Athens to Rhodes with his mistress. Eight 
years later he returned to Athens, whereupon Lycurgus branded his 
flight from Athens at a time of serious crisis treasonous; technically, 
it seems that Leocrates had violated no specific law by his defection. 
Nevertheless, Lycurgus formally prosecuted him for treason and 
demanded the death-penalty. The extant oration Contra Leocratem 
is the speech which Lycurgus made on this occasion. Leocrates was 
acquitted by one vote. It is important for the reader to bear in mind 
the chronological relationship between Plato's Laws and the Contra 
Leocratem: plato died in 347 B.C., and Diogenes Laertius (3.37) pre
serves the tradition that Philip of Opus edited the Laws, presumably 
after Plato's death (EVLOt TE cfoactV on tPtAL7T7TOC 0 '07TOVVTLOC TO.vC Nb/LOVC 
athov /L€TEypaifi€v OVTac €V KYJp{jJ). The Contra Leocratem was delivered 
in 330 B.C. At the very most sixteen or seventeen years separate the 
first appearance of these two works; both were composed in Athens. 
If Lycurgus was in fact a student of Plato's-and there is absolutely 
no reason to doubt this statement (compare below)-it is surely 
probable that he would have some acquaintance with Plato's last and 
longest work, especially since its subject is the theory and practice 
of legislation and Lycurgus, as we shall see, was not only a distinguished 
practical legislator but also a student of legislative theory. 

First we may note some passages2 from the Contra Leocratem which 
reveal a generalizing or theorizing tendency on the part of Lycurgus. 
I do not suggest for a moment that the following excerpts are demon
strably Platonic, but only wish to point out that Lycurgus has a 
penchant for abstract theory. Such a tendency has a rather curious
not to say naive-ring in a practical speech demanding the death of a 

dictum: "Still, the same spirit that permeates The Laws was dominating Athens ten years 
after its publication, at the time of the Lycurgan reforms." It is not clear to me whether 
he intends here to suggest a direct dependence of Lycurgus on Plato's Laws. In his special 
study of Tyrtaeus (see infra), a paper in which both Plato's Laws and Lycurgus are discussed, 
Jaeger gives no hint that he sees any direct connection between them. 

2 Passages from Lycurgus are quoted in the translation of J. O. Burtt, from Minor Attic 
Orators II (LCL, Cambridge [Mass.] 1954); those quoted later from the Laws are in the 
translation of R. G. Bury, Plato, Laws (LCL, London 1926). 
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fellow-citizen; it can best be explained on the assumption that Lycur
gus has been exposed to theoretical, that is to say, philosophical 
studies. 

§§ 3-4. For the things which in the main uphold our democracy and preserve 
the city's prosperity are three in number: first the system of law, second the 
vote of the jury, and third the method of prosecution by which the crimes are 
handed over to them. The law exists to lay down what must not be done, the 
accuser to report those liable to penalties under the law, and the juryman to 
punish all whom these two agencies have brought to his attention. And thus 
both law and jury's vote are powerless without an accuser who will hand 
transgressors over to them. 
§ 10. I assure you, gentlemen, that if you condemn this man you will do more 
than merely punish him; you will be giving all younger men an incentive to 
right conduct. For there are two influences at work in the education of the 
young: the punishments suffered by wrongdoers and the reward available to 
the virtuous. With these alternatives before their eyes they are deterred by 
fear from the one and attracted by the desire for honour to the other. 
§ 79. There is a further point which you should notice, gentlemen. The power 
which keeps our democracy together is the oath. For there are three things of 
which the state is built up: the archon, the juryman and the private citizen. 

Some of the language in these excerpts may possibly be Platonic. 
Thus, for example, With;' 'TWV V6/LWV 'TutLC in § 4 compare Laws 925B 
Ka'Ta 'T~V nxtLv 'TOU vOlwV (similar phrases are common in Plato; see 
Fr. Ast, Lexicon Platonicum II [Berlin 1908J s.v. nxgLc). However, none 
of this language, so far as I can see, can be demonstrated to be specifi
cally Platonic and the matter ought not be pressed. (Indeed, the 
pronounced balance of these excerpts is clearly derived from Isocrates, 
with whom Lycurgus also studied.) I call attention now to some pas
sages which reveal Lycurgus' interest in legislative theory: 

§ 9. The reason why the penalty for such offences, gentlemen, has never been 
recorded is not that the legislators of the past were neglectful; it is that such 
things had not happened hitherto and were not expected to happen in the 
future. It is therefore most essential that you should be not merely judges of 
this present case but lawmakers besides. For where a crime has been defined 
by some law, it is easy, with that as a standard, to punish the offender. But 
where different offences are not specifically included in the law, being covered 
by a single designation, and where a man has committed crimes worse than 
these and is equally chargeable with them all, your verdict must be left as a 
precedent (1TapaO€LYILfX) for your successors. 
§§ 64-66. But it is easy, gentlemen, to ascertain the truth by referring to the 
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attitude of the early lawgivers. It was not their way, when prescribing the 
death penalty for the thief who stole a hundred talents, to approve a punish
ment less severe for one who took ten drachmas. Again with sacrilege: for a 
great offence they inflicted death, and for a small one too they had no milder 
punishment. They did not differentiate between him who killed a slave and 
him who killed a free man, by fining one and outlawing the other. For all 
breaches of the law alike, however small, they fixed upon the death penalty, 
making no special allowances, in their assessment of the magnitude of crimes, 
for the individual circumstances of each. On one point only they insisted: was 
the crime such that, if it became more widespread, it would do serious harm 
to society? 
§ 102. Laws are too brief to give instruction: they merely state the things that 
must be done (ou St8&CKOVCLV W\,.\' E1TLTeXTToVCW); but poets, depicting life 
itself, select the noblest actions and so through argument and demonstration 
convert men's hearts (TOVC avOpw1ToVC cvp.1TfdOovctv). 

For the notion of the incompleteness of legislation (§ 9), one may 
compare such passages as Laws 770B and 875D-876E. The 7Tcxpa8nyp.cx 
motif in this same section is common in Plato; note especially Laws 
862E-863A: "The lawgiver will realise that in all such cases not only is 
it better for the sinners themselves to live no longer, but also that they 
will prove of a double benefit to others by quitting life-since they will 
both serve as a warning (7TCxpaOetyp.cx) to the rest not to act unjustly, and 
also rid the State of wicked men,-and thus he will of necessity inflict 
death as the chastisement for their sins, in cases of this kind, and of 
this kind only." (Of course in § 9 the KPLCtC which Lycurgus asks the 
jurymen to leave behind as a 7Tcxpaonyp.cx is 8aJlCXTOc.) 

The third excerpt given above (§ 102) may at first glance seem to 
contradict Plato's familiar-and often misunderstood-banishment of 
the poets. First of all, it is obvious that Lycurgus could have been 
considerably influenced by Plato without agreeing with him in all 
particulars. Aristotle is the best illustration of that. Secondly, Plato 
did not banish all poetry; see especially Laws 80IA-802E. In fact, the 
two poetic passages which Lycurgus goes on to quote next, Iliad 
15.494-99 and Tyrtaeus fr.6-7 D., are Spartan passages which Plato 
would have approved. What is striking about § 102 is the distinction 
which Lycurgus makes between the laws which "do not teach but 
command" (E7TL'Ta'T'TOvctv) and the poets who" persuade" (cvp.7TeLBovctJl ). 
In the Laws Plato develops an elaborate theory of 7TPOOtP.tCX, 'preludes' 
to laws, which are designed to persuade the citizens of the rationality 
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of obeying the laws; these preludes are explicitly contrasted, as being 
"truly persuasive" (OVTWC ... 7T€LCTLKOV), with the laws proper which 
are classified as "despotic commands" (TvpavvLKov E7T{Tayp.a). For this 
theory in detail see Laws 718Bff, especially 722c, 722E-723A. Further
more, Plato, just as Lycurgus, is aware of the inadequacies of brevity 
in laws: see Laws nIE. Lycurgus' 'persuade/command' dichotomy 
could easily go back to Plato. Finally, I call attention to a sentence 
from § 10 of Lycurgus' speech: OLO O€'i, Jj avop€c, 7TP0cEX€tV TOVTqJ Tep 
, ~ \ ~ \ \ \' '() ~ ~ , "0 aywVL Kat P.TjOEV 7T€pt 7T1\€toVOC 7ToLTjcac aL TOU OLKawu. ne must ... 
prize nothing more highly than TO S{Kawv." A general statement and 
very possibly coincidence, to be sure; yet it remains true that one 
would look long and hard to find a more Platonic thought than that. 

I come now to some more particular agreements (not necessarily 
philosophical) between Plato's Laws and Lycurgus' Contra Leocratem. 
Each of the following agreements, taken by itself, can be explained by 
coincidence, especially since we are dealing in part with common
places. The number of parallels taken in the aggregate, however, 
may be explained with greater probability as Lycurgus' direct 
dependence on Plato. On the negative side, we must keep in mind 
that, apart from a few minor fragments, only a single oration of 
L ycurgus has survived, a practical courtroom speech which by its 
nature would not lend itself to high philosophic content. This con
sideration lends greater weight to the relatively small number of 
agreements. It would not have been surprising to find none. On the 
positive side, the explicit ancient testimony that Lycurgus was a 
student of Plato's is prima facie evidence which should make us hesi
tant to dismiss as mere coincidence apparent parallels between the 
two. 

(1) § 47. Those men encountered the enemy on the borders of 
Boeotia, to fight for the freedom of Greece. They neither 
rested their hopes of safety on city walls nor surrendered their 
lands for the foe to devastate. Believing that their own 
courage was a surer protection than battlements of stone 
(TWV AtBLVWV 7TEptf30AWV), they held it a disgrace to see the land 
that reared them wasted. 

That the real defence of a city was its men (avop€c) or their bravery 
(avOp€La) was a T07TOC; as general parallels to this passage one may com
pare Alcaeus fr.112.10 L.-P. (= fr.35.10 D.) avSpEC ydp 7TOAtoc 7TVPYOC 
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>, d A hlP 349 > ~ ~ \., ., , \ >.J. \' apEVtOC, an esc y us, ersae avopwv yap OV7'WV EpKOC EC'TLV aC'f'aI\Ec. 

In this passage, however, Lycurgus does not merely use a metaphor 
(m)pyoc, £pKOC); he explicitly contrasts the bravery of the Athenians 
with actual walls. This same contrast occurs in Laws 778n: C<As to 
walls, Megillus, I would agree with your Sparta in letting the walls lie 
sleeping in the ground, and not wake them up, and that for the 
following reasons. It is a fine saying of the poet, and often repeated, 
that walls should be made of bronze and iron rather than of earth ... " 

I know of only one other close parallel to these two passages; 
Plutarch in his Life of Lycurgus ch.19 quotes a saying of this famous 
S ff \ '\ \..... ""' t, 'I't, tI ) I 1\ partan: ... Kat 7Tal\W 7T€pt 7'WV 7'EtXWV' OVK av HTJ a7'EtXtC7'OC 7TOl\tC 

a'TLC aV8p€{OLC Ka~ OV 7TALV8tvOLC ~C7'£cp&vW7'aL'." plato and Lycurgus (the 
orator), whatever their relationship to each other, both ultimately 
go back to this Spartan tradition. 

(2) §§ 131 32 ' , , \, 'i' ~, '8' \ \ 
- •••• al\l\a fJ-OVOC OV7'OC 7'WV 7TaV7'WV av pW7TWV Kat Ta 

~ ,/..' ,~ \' ~ ~ ,~ "\ ~ '" 
TTJC 'l'VCEWC OLK€La KaL avaYKaLa 7TPOO€OWKEV, a KaL 7'OLC al\oyotC 
Y , , \ ~, ~" \ ~ , " 
':oCfJOLC fJ-EYLC7'a Kat C7TovoatoTaTa OtEtI\TJ7TTat' Ta yovv 7T€TEtVa, a 

" ''/'' \' " ,~ ~ . \ ~ . 
fJ-aI\LC7'a 7T€'I'VK€ 7TPOC TaXoc, €C'TLV £DELV V7T€P TTJC aVTWV 

VEOTn {Xc e8€AoVTa a7TO 8wn C K€ tV' 08EV Kal. 7'(;)V 7TOLTJ7'l7w , , 
7'WEC EtpTJKacw' 

ov8' ayp{a yap apVLC, ~V 7TA&ClJ 86fJ-0V, 

"" \ 't' , ~ al\l\TJv VEOCCOVC TJr:. tWCEV €VTEK€LV. 

(The author of these verses is unknown). This same comparison 
to birds defending their young is found in Laws 814B: ... 7ToAA~ 7TOV 

, , , " > ~ \ ~ l' 8 ' • "', KaKLa 7TOI\L7'ELaC OVTWC atCXpwc 7'ac yvvaLKac EwaL T€ pafJ-lL€vac, wc ILTJO 
., "8 \ I ,'t .......... , I 

W C 7T E pop v Lac 7T E P L 7' € K V W v lLaXolL€vac 7TPOC 07'toVV 7'WV LCXVp07'a7' wv 

8 ' '8 " ' 8' \' "" "'", " TJptWV € €1\€tVa7TO VTlCKEtV T€ Kat 7TaVTac KWOVVOVC KtVOVV€V€tV, al\l\ 

••• 86tav 7'OV 7'WV av8pciJ7Twv y€VOVC Ka7'aX€LV WC 7T&VTWV 8€LA67'a7'ov CPUC€L 

8TJp{wv ~CT{V. Note especially the similarity of the letterspaced words. 

(3) § 8. What punishment would suit a man who left his country 
and refused to guard the temples of his fathers, who aban
doned the graves of his ancestors and surrendered the whole 
country into the hands of the enemy? The greatest and final 
penalty, death, though the maximum punishment allowed 
by law, is too small for the crimes of Leocrates. 
§ 134. Consider: he is hated and expelled by those without a 
reason to resent him; what treatment should he get from 
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you who have had the utmost provocation? Should it not be 
the extreme penalty? Indeed, gentlemen, if there were any 
punishment worse than death, Leocrates of all the traitors 
that have ever been would most deserve to undergo it. 

References to punishments (real and hypothetical) more severe than 
the death penalty are common in the Laws: H ••• whether such a 
person ought to be put to death, or ought to suffer some other 
punishment still more severe, or possibly a little less severe ... " 
(878E); " ... so that if <to die a hundred deaths' were possible for any 
one man, that a parricide or a matricide, who did the deed in rage, 
should undergo a hundred deaths would be a fate most just" (869B); 

"For him the penalty is death, the least of evils; and, moreover, by 
serving as an example, he will benefit others ... " (854E); " ... com
mits sins that deserve not one death only or two ... " (908E); "Death 
is not a most severe penalty; and the punishments we are told of in 
Hades for such offences, although more severe than death ... " (881A). 

(4) § 94. It is my belief, gentlemen, that the guidance of the gods 
presides over all human affairs and more especially, as is to be 
expected, over our duty towards our parents, towards the 
dead and towards the gods themselves. For in our dealings 
with those to whom we owe our being (nap' <Lv .•. T~V &pX~v TOV 
sf}v Elit."1cpap.ev), at whose hands we have enjoyed the greatest 
benefits, it is the utmost sacrilege that we should fail, not 
merely to do our duty, but even to dedicate our lives to their 
service. 

This same call for piety towards (1) gods, (2) ancestors, and (3) 
parents recurs in a solemn passage of the Laws too long to be re
produced here (716n-718A); at Laws 869B-C Plato expressly states that 
a man must submit even to death at the hands of his parents: "Since 
every law will forbid the man to kill father or mother, the very authors 
of his existence (TOVC etc cpwc rY]v EKeLVOV CPVCtV ayay6vTac), even for the 
sake of saving his own life, and will ordain that he must suffer and 
endure everything rather than commit such an act." 

(5) Lycurgus, Contra Leocratem 84-87, is our chief source for the story 
of the self-immolation lJ'TT'EP TfjC n6'\ewc of Codrus, king of Athens. Is 
it coincidence that plato traced his ancestry back to Codrus? See 
Diogenes Laertius 3.1. 
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(6) § 136. ~YOVfJ-(Xt S' €YWYE Kat TOV TTaTEpa aVTc{l TOV TETEAWT1)Kcha, 
" " , , tI 8 ...., "" \...., 8'~ , 

€L TtC ap ECTtV aLC 7]CLC TOLC €KEL TT€PL TWV €V aOE YLYVOfJ-EVWV, 

" " \' '8 ~ , aTTaVTWV av Xal\€TTWTaTOV YEVEC aL OLKaCT7]V . • • 

The words Ei TtC up' ECTtV aic87]cLC TOtC EKEt are immediately reminis
cent of the famous passage at the end of the Apology (40c-41c), where 
Socrates expresses a similar uncertainty. Note especially Kat. €iTE O~ 

fJ-7]OEfJ-La aic87]cLc ECTtV ••• (40c) and Ta TE ytxp aAAa EvoaLfJ-0VECT€PO{ ElcLV 
C" A - '8 ' ~ "/~ \ \ , , '8 ' "" , O£ EKEL TWV EV ao€, Ka£ 7]07] TOV I\OLTTOV XPOVOV a avaTO£ ELCLV, ELTT€P yE Ta 

AEyofJ-Eva eXA7]8ij (41c). This kind of language, however, seems to have 
become a TOTTOC; it recurs at the end of Hyperides' Epitaphios (43): El 
0' €CTtV aic87]cLC EV "ALOOV ••. Still, Hyperides is also said to have 
studied with Plato. 

(7) I have reserved for last what seems to me to be the most sig
nificant complex of agreements between Lycurgus and Plato's Laws. 
Werner Jaeger3 made a careful analysis of Tyrtaeus fr.9 D. (OUT' <Xv 

fJ-V7JWLfJ-7]V OUT' EV AOY<tJ avSpa Tt(JEL7]V KTA.) and traced the influence of 
Tyrtaeus' cultural values on later Greek thought. Of martial &p€T~ 
Jaeger observes, "Das ganze Altertum sieht darin mit Plato etwas 
spezifisch Spartanisches, ein Ideal, das Tyrtaios im Kriege geschmiedet 
hat und das seither Staat und Erziehung Spartas beherrscht, wahrend 
das iibrige Hellas in der Entwicklung fortschreitet."4 Jaeger goes on 
to point out the position which Tyrtaeus occupies in Plato's Laws: 
"Wenn wir jetzt von den dichterischen Auseinandersetzungen mit 
dem tyrtaischen Gedicht zu dessen Nachwirkung in der Prosa der 
attischen Zeit kommen, ist vor all em Plato zu nennen. In den 
'Gesetzen' (I 629Aff.) fiihrt er die Elegie als klassische Urkunde des 
spartanischen Staatsgeistes an .... Tyrtaios' Areteideal ist fur plato 
eine notwendige, aber die unterste Stufe im dialektischen Aufbau 
des Reiches der menschlichen eXP€T~, denn der Krieg ist ihm nicht der 
Zweck des Staates noch der Erziehung ... "5 Jaeger also refers to Laws 
660Eff, where Plato further transforms Tyrtaeus' poem, and calls 
attention for the first time to a clear reference to the poem in the 
Republic: "Es ist noch nicht beachtet worden, dass auch schon in 

3 W. Jaeger, "Tyrtaios tiber die wahre apeT7]," first published in SBBerl 23 (1932) 537-68; 
repr. in Jaeger's Scripta Minora II (Rome 1960) 75-114; English transI. Five Essays (Montreal 
1966) 103-42. In the following footnotes, I shall give page references to all three publica
tions in the order here given. 

" Jaeger, op.cit. (supra n.3) p.550= p.92= p. 120. 
5 Ibid. (supra n.3) p.561=pp.l05-06=p.133. 
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Platos Politcia, dort wo er vom Lebens- und Areteideal der Krieger 
spricht, ein deutlicher Hinweis auf das tyrtaische Gedicht sich findet 
(465D-466A). Plato vergleicht die Ehre, die seinem Kriegerstande 
innerhalb des best en Staates erwiesen werden wird, mit der Ehre 
der Olympioniken und will sie grosser als diese, denn auch die 
Bedeutung der Krieger fUr den Staat sei grosser als die der Sieger im 
olympischen Wettkampf."6 (Another unnoticed passage, which 
clearly has been inspired ultimately by Tyrtaeus fr.9 D., is Laws 
689c-D). Jaeger's further discussion deserves attention, but these few 
quotations will give some indication of the significance which Tyrtaeus 
had for Plato. 

Among the most important remains of Tyrtaeus are fragments 
6--7 D., thirty-two elegiac verses which modern scholars often (prob
ably erroneously) break into two separate poems. Our sole source for 
these verses is Lycurgus, Contra Leocratem 107, where he quotes them 
as a single poem. Furthermore, our oldest source for the life of 
Tyrtaeus is Laws 629A, where Plato simply states that Tyrtaeus was an 
Athenian by birth: 7TpOC7IJCWJLEea yoDv TvpTaLOV, Tal' CPVCEt JLEV 

'Ae7]Jlcx'ioJl, TWJlSE S~ 7ToAtT7]JI YEJl6/-LEJlOJl ••. The next oldest source is 
Lycurgus, who gives more details, but agrees with Plato that Tyrtaeus 
was an Athenian (some other traditions made him a Spartan or a 
Milesian): 

§ 106. TLC yap OVK oloE TWV <E>..A~vwv OTt TvpTaLov cTpaT7]yav 
"\ f3 ,~, \ e' l' ,~ \' , , El\a OJI 7Tapa T7]C 7TOI\EWC, JLE OV Kat TWV 7TOI\EJLtWV EKpCX7IJcav, 

" '\' , 1\ 'e' Kat T 7] V 7T E P t TO V C V E 0 V C E 7T t JL E 1\ Eta v C v VET a s a v TO, OV 
, ,\ I I ~ '\\', ~ ,,_ Q 

JLOVOV EtC TOV 7TapOVTa KLVOVVOV, alV\ EtC a7TaVTa TOV atWva !"OV-

AevcaJLEVOt KaAwc; KaT'At7TEV yap aVTOLC JAEYELa 7TOt~Cac, 6) v 
'I ~, ')~, aKOVOVTEC 7TatoEVOVTat 7TpOC cxvopEtav' 

There are several other points of contact with Tyrtaeus in the 
Contra Leocratem. Jaeger7 in discussing the imitation of Tyrtaeus in 
Lysias' Epitaphios § 25, where the phrase tJ7TEP DE TfjC apETfjc OV cptAOIpv

x~cavTEc occurs, points out that the word cptAOIpVXELV is here borrowed 
from Tyrtaeus fr.7.18 D. (JL-Y] DE cptAOIPVXELT' avopacL JLapVaJLEVoL). Accord
ing to Jaeger, this verb appears only in contexts directly influenced 
by Tyrtaeus. I am reluctant to accept this as an absolute rule ([De
mades] § 38 offers a clear exception to it); nevertheless, there is a 

6 Ibid. (supra n.3) p.56Z=p.l06=p.134. 
7 Ibid. (supra n.3) pp. 565--66=p.1l0=p.138. 
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degree of truth in it. The verb is found in the Contra Leocratem § 130 
(an occurrence which Jaeger missed): ~ ,rle 7Tapa 7"0 eVJLcpEpoV 7"fje 

7T6A€We CPLAOIpVx~e€L K7"A. Here we may confidently assert that the verb 
is directly inspired by Tyrtaeus, since, as we have seen, the poem of 
Tyrtaeus in which this word appears has recently been quoted in full 
by Lycurgus (supra, § 107). Furthermore, in this section Lycurgus is 
pointing out the evil that awaits the coward who betrays his 7Ta7"ple, 

precisely as Tyrtaeus does in fr.6 D. 
Finally, the famous opening verses of Tyrtaeus fr.9 D. glorify pre

eminence in martial ap€~ in specific contrast to pre-eminence in ath
letic skills. Xenophanes' well-known elegy (fr.2 D. = fro 2 D.-K.), mag
nifying his own eocplTJ above other ap€7"al, is directly modelled on this 
poem of Tyrtaeus', as Jaeger has demonstrated.s Jaeger observes that 
both poems have in mind the great athletic games: " ... denn dass 
Tyrtaios mit der Geschwindigkeit, die schneller lauft als Boreas, mit 
der 7TaAaLJLoe6VT}-die bei Xenophanes ebenso heisst und nach deren 
Vorbild er das Wort 7TVK7"Oe6VT} bildet-und mit der Grosse und Kraft 
der Kyklopen die bekannten Kampfarten in Olympia meint, ist auch 
ohne des Xenophanes Interpretation klar, wenn man die Bedeutung 
Olympias im 7. Jahrhundert fur den Peloponnes bedenkt."9 Now, it 
has apparently gone unnoticed that in the Contra Leocratem Lycurgus 
has been inspired by Tyrtaeus fr.9 D., the very poem which plato 
cites and analyzes in some detail in the Laws: 

§ 51 • I ~ \ \ \ ~ '" , , ~, ~ '()\ \ • €VPTJe€7"€ O€ 7Tapa JL€V 7"Ote W\/\Ote €V 7"ate ayopaLe a /\TJ7"ac 
, , , t .... ~\ \ , ()' , \ \ 

aVaK€LJLEvove, 7Tap VJLtV OE C'TpaT'Y}yove aya OVC Kat 7"OVC 7"OV 
I " \ I \" I:' • 1:" 'i: 7"vpaVVOV a7TOK7"€tvaV7"ae; Kat 7"OLOV7"OVC JLEV avopac OVO €S 

(I ~ fE'\ \ 'I:' '\ I f ~ f I~ \ ~ \ \ a7TaCTJC TTJC /\/\aooe o/\tyove €VP€w pq.OLOV, 7"Ove O€ 7"Ove C7"€-
,/.. I ,~ " ~ \ \ '()" I oyaVtTaC aywvae V€VLKTJKOTac EV7T€TWe 7To/\/\aXo EV EC7"L Y€YOVOTac 

l8€tv. 

The contrast between &HATJ7"ai and c7"pa7"T}yot aya()ol, in the light of 
what has been said above, surely goes back to Tyrtaeus (via Plato, in 
my view).10 If there be any doubt, see § 49 immediately preceding, 

8 Ibid. (supra n.3) pp.557-58= pp. 100-02 = pp.128-30. 
9 Ibid. (supra n.3) pp.557-58=p.l0l=p.129. 
10 It is perhaps significant that in several passages (Paneg. 1-2, Or. 15. 180ff, Ep. 8.5) Isocrates 

refers to physical skill and athletes. In each instance he contrasts them with intellectual 
ability (.ppoV'Y}CtC, €V .ppO";'" etc.), thus agreeing in general with Xenophanes. Lycurgus, in 
contrasting athletes and military men, agrees rather with Tyrtaeus and Plato (see esp. Resp. 
46503 ot OAVIL1TtOll'Kat for a clear indication that Plato connected Tyrtaeus' poem with the 
athletic games). 
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where we read T~ y~p tiB'\a TOU 7TO'AJJ-t0V TOLC ayaOoLc aVDpaav ECTlv 

l'\w8€p{a Kat ap€,T~. This language seems clearly reminiscent of 
Tyrtaeus fr.9 D., where, discussing military bravery, he mentions in 
v.lO the avr,p ayaOoc .•. EV 7TOAE/1-Cf! and then continues in vv.13-14: 

ijo' ap€T~> TOO' a€(}Aov €V av(}pW7TOLCLV apLCTOV 
'\\ ' ,/,.' , , ~ \ , KlXl\l\tCTOV T€ '{J€pEtV ytYV€Tat avupt VEl{). 

Compare also Contra Leocratem 46: ... TOV €7TlXWOV, OC /1-0VOC d8'\ov TWV 

Ktv8Vvwv TOLC aya80Lc av(5paCtv EcTL. 

Such are the agreements between plato and Lycurgus. Some of 
these parallels may well turn out to be coincidences. Nevertheless, the 
number and nature of the agreements suggest to me that Lycurgus 
was very probably a serious and careful student of Plato's; note 
especially how at times he seems to agree with Plato in small details. 
It is of course not possible to say to what extent Lycurgus was a 
Platonist or how orthodox he was. Nor can we say whether Plato's 
oral teaching or his written works were the primary influence. We can 
say that in the broad sense at least he had the Platonic spirit: this 
shows up in his concern for legislation, his admiration of Spartan ap€~ 
and his scrupulous justice. I return now to a precious piece of evidence, 
which has never, to my knowledge, been properly examined and 
evaluated, the statement made by Olympiodorus in his commentary 
to Plato's Gorgias p.198.1-4 Norvin: KaL 7T&'\tV 0 tPt,\{CKOC 7'{)V f3{ov 

ypa~wv TOU AVKOVpyOV ~YJctv' on /1-€yac y€yOV€ AVKOUPYOC Kal 7TO'\'\~ 
, 0 ~,,' ~, 0- , \' , ..... KaTWp wc~v, a OUK Ecn OvvaTOV KaTOp wcaL TOV J-tYJ aKpoacaJ-t~vov TWV 

'\6y wv II,\aTwvoc. This man, Philiscus of Miletus, was a student of 
Isocrates, as was Lycurgus.u He was an exact contemporary of 
Lycurgus. This piece of information preserved by Olympiodorus, 
therefore, is no late and apocryphal invention; it must be regarded as 
contemporary testimony of a witness who was in a position to know. 
There is no reason to question philiscus' veracity; he had no motive, 
so far as we know, to lie about the facts. His comment reads like a 
passing remark, not a controversial piece of special pleading. In 
the absence of evidence to the contrary, we ought to accept Philiscus' 
statement. What does he say? He says that Lycurgus 7TO'\'\cX Ka7'{vp8wc€v 

co carried out successfully many things." In the light of what we know 
of Lycurgus, it is clear that this must refer to his political career, 

11 For Philiscus see RE 19 (1938) S.V. PHILISKOS 9, col. 2384-87. OeD (1949) s.v. PHILISCUS (1) 

gives "c. 400-325 B.C." as his dates. Lycurgus died probably in 324 B.C. 
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including his activity as a legislator.12 Philiscus goes on to say that 
Lycurgus carried out successfully many things "which one who had 
not heard the Aoyo, of Plato could not bring to a successful comple
tion." Philiscus has couched his statement in general language, no 
doubt merely for reasons of style; the sentence is surely to be in
terpreted quite specifically: "Lycurgus carried out successfully many 
things which he could not have done if he had not heard the Aoym 
of Plato." This statement clearly yields the information that Lycurgus 
studied with plato and that he gave practical application to his 
philosophical principles in his own public career. George Grote's 
summary account of this public career is still worth quoting: "Thus 
Lykurgus continued to be the real acting minister of finance, for three 
successive Panathenaic intervals of four years each, or for an unin
terrupted period of twelve years. He superintended not merely the 
entire collection, but also the entire disbursement of the public 
revenue, rendering strict periodical account, yet with a financial 
authority greater than had belonged to any statesman since Perikles. 
He improved the gymnasia and stadia of the city,-multiplied the 
donatives and sacred furniture in the temples,-enlarged, or con
structed anew, docks and arsenals,-provided a considerable stock of 
arms and equipments, military as well as naval,-and maintained 
four hundred triremes in a seaworthy condition, for the protection 
of Athenian commerce. In these extensive functions he was never 
superseded, though Alexander at one time sent to require the sur
render of his person, which was refused by the Athenian people. The 
main cause of his first hold upon the public mind was his known and 
indisputable pecuniary probity, wherein he was the parallel of 
Phokion. "13 

The conclusion to be drawn is of some importance. Less than ten 
years after Plato's death, one of his students became in effect the chief 
minister of finance in Athens ('Tfjc KOWTjC 7Tpoco8ov 'Tap.lac 'Tfj 7ToAH); his 

11 This no doubt includes in part his public speeches; it surely does not refer exclusively 
to them. For this use of Ka:Top8ovv compare PI. Meno 99C-D: .•. oE 1TOAL'nKOt tXv8p€c • •• 'TaC 

1TO.\€LC &p80VCLV • •• ol'TLv€c vow fL¥J £}(OV'T€C 1TO'\'\a Kat fL€y&.Aa Ka'Top8oVCLV Jiv 1Tp&TTOVCL Kat 

.\l-yOVCL ••• l5-rav Ka'Top8wCL MyoV'T€C 1To'\'\a Kat fL€y&.Aa 1Tp&YfLa'Ta ••• For Lycurgus' legislative 
aaivity compare the famous decree in honor of Lycurgus preserved by [Plut.] X orat. 
85ZB: Kat AVKOVPYOC cWroc 1TO.\t'TWOfL€VOC vop.ovc 'T€ 1TO'\'\OVC Kat Ka.\OVC E8'Y}K€ Tfj 1Ta'TplSL. 

13 G. Grote, History of Greece X (London 1906) 217. For a fuller and more recent account of 
Lycurgus' political activities the reader should consult G. Busolt/H. Swoboda, Griechische 
Staatskunde3 II (Munich 1926) 1147-49. 
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contemporaries and modern scholars agree that for twelve years he 
was in this capacity a model of excellence and honesty. The decree 
passed in his honor in the archonship of Anaxicrates (307/306 B.C.) 
states that he was often crowned by the city because he was thought 
to have managed all the monies entrusted to him justly C ••. 86gtXc DE 
a7TtXJl7tX 'TtXV'TtX O£KtXLWC O£o/K7]KEVtX£ 7TO/V\cXK£C £C'TEcptXvW07] lJ7TO 'Tfjc 7TO'\EWC) 

and goes on to resolve that he be praised apE'T?]C EVEKtX KtXt D£KtX£OCVV7]C.14 

Thus it appears that in Plato's native city not long after his death one 
of his associates was given the opportunity to put his Platonism into 
practice in the field of Realpolitik. The results of this experiment were 
such that plato might well be pleased with them. 

BOSTON COLLEGE 

April, 1970 

14 The decree is partially preserved in IG IJ2 457=Dittenberger, SIG3 I 326; a complete 
text (though of course altered in parts in transmission) in [Plut.] X orat. 851F-852E. 
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